CHAPTER 1487

This is the reason everyone can think of.

“As soon as the North Demon heard the birth of the four little dragons, he was shocked.”

“The four little army gods raised their heads arrogantly, arrogant in their eyes.”

“””The Northern Devil can’t escape, we are your nemesis! You can’t escape to the ends of the world!”””

The four little dragons were so arrogant that they really thought that the Northern Demon was afraid of
them.

“””Rumble…”””

“At this moment, there were waves of huge noises spreading throughout.”

Everyone turned their heads and saw that a piece of super large stones blocked the narrow entrance of
the base.

Everyone don’t want to leave in a short time.

“””Wow…”””

“At the same time, on the mountain tops on both sides, a group of people appeared.ÿm.bg.”

ambush!

The death squad began to panic.

Everyone has a bad premonition in their hearts.

The smiles on his face all solidified.

It seems that following the four little dragons is not so smooth.

“Seeing being surrounded, the four little dragons still looked calm.”

“The little army god sneered: “”I heard from the master that the previous Northern Demon was singlehandedly in and out of Dongfangzhou.”

“Now it seems that he is afraid of being beaten.ÿActually used this kind of indiscriminate means.ÿ”””

“””Yes, I’m so afraid of a sneak attack! Is it the Northern Demon?”””

“Dong Beast shouted, “”North Demon, get out and die quickly, don’t hide it!”””

“Nan Jiang also echoed: “”Yes, come out early and die!”””

“””Humph!”””

A contemptuous snort sounded.

“The mortal figure of the North Demon appeared at the highest point, looking at everyone
indifferently.”

“I don’t know why, when the North Demon appeared.”

Everyone sank.

As if being suppressed in some way.

The fear in my heart seemed to be aroused.

The same is true for the four little army gods.

But they don’t take it seriously.

“””Finally appeared? The legendary Northern Demon is not so good!”””

Nan Jiang laughed.

“””Where are the four old guys in the East Demon? Can’t hide, let you die?”””

North Demon asked.

“””presumptuous!!!”””

“””North Devil, you are just a defeated opponent of our master. What qualifications do you have to say
about them?”””

“The North Demon smiled: “”They know how they caught me back then! They have exhausted all kinds
of tactics and traps, plus hundreds of thousands of people.”””

“””Are they my opponents themselves? The world is just being deceived!”””

“The little army god immediately retorted: “”We only look at the result, you are indeed caught!”””

“””Furthermore, our master was able to take you down decades ago. Today, the four of us still take you
down!”””

“””Yes, are you ready for the Northern Devil? Do you dare to come to Erudia?”””

“””This time, it’s not just a matter of capturing you, it must make you dead without a place to bury
you!”””

The four East Beasts stared at the North Demon.

“””Only you? Hahahaha…”””

The North Demon seemed to have heard the biggest joke in the world.

I really don’t know how high the sky is…

“””Yes, just rely on us! North Demon, everything about you is under our control!”””

“””Let’s put it this way! We know yourself better than you!”””

Several people said.

These are the original words of their master.

“After all, Erudia Wulong spent decades studying the Northern Devil.”

It is indeed thoroughly studied.

The North Demon nodded with a smile.

“””The Northern Demon remembered that this is your burial place! We will also make progress with the
merits of killing you!”””

The four Xiaojunshen couldn’t bear it anymore.

“Upon seeing this, the North Demon smiled and said: “”What do you rely on to kill me? Is it by that
combined attack?”””

“””Wrong! That is specifically for you…”””

“””Hahaha…”””

Suddenly Bei Mo’s men laughed.

The little army gods are confused…

